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Abstract:  It is possible to make decisions mathematically of first order predicate calculus. A new 
mathematical formula is found for the solution of decision problem. We can reduce a logical algorithm into 
simple algorithm without logical trees. 
 
I 
Introduction:  
 
For n number of inputs, is there any mathematical formula that answers yes or no ?[1][2][3] Now it is 
possible, a mathematical formula[4] is found that can be used to reduce the logical algorithm into simple 
algorithm without logical trees. This converts logical operation to arithmetic operation. It is a solution for 
decision problem of first order predicate calculus or first order logic. Therefore in a computer 
programming we can replace logical test containing thousands of if-else by single mathematical equation 
using the proposed formula. We can convert decision algorithm into algebraic manipulation or math 
equation. This changes the design of algorithm and also programming.   
 

II  

Theory: 

Consider the function   
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Taking limit as  n→ ∞     yields,   For x>c  then  ny e=   and Z=f 

For   x=c  then  1/ny e=   and  Z=g,    For  x<c   then   0ny =  and Z=h  

This result has no proof, but we can easily verify it. 



Where the function Z is given by   
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Here f, g and h are functions of x.  In logical language, this formula is a solution for decision problem[5][6] 
of  first order logic.This formula can be used to replace decision algorithm by simple algorithm without 
decision trees. 

 
III 

Discussion: 

 Here, by using the function Yn it is possible to  express non-closed form expression into closed form 
expression. It is a solution for decision problem of first order predicate calculus. This formula can be used 
for reduction of logical algorithm into simple algorithm without logical trees. This reduces logical operation 
to arithmetic operation. Hence the reduction of logic to arithmetic. By using the proposed formula and 
optimization techniques we can make elegant programming. It changes the style of designing algorithm 
and also we can make efficient programming.  

IV 

 Conclusion: 

I have found the decision fragment for first order predicate calculus.  In a computer programming we can 
replace logical test by single mathematical equation. Therefore we can make elegant programming. 
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